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ABSTRACT: Trust in the energy generation potential and overall lifetime performance of PV technologies can be
achieved by demonstrating reliable outdoor performance. Long-term measurements in different climatic conditions
also help to create an understanding of the drivers governing the energy output globally.
Q.CELLS SE, one of the leading PV companies in the world, has been operating a high-class outdoor test facility
near its headquarters in Germany since summer 2009 [1,2]. Apart from the monitoring site in Thalheim, Germany an
ever increasing number of closely monitored reference systems around the world make it possible to extend this work
globally. The results from yield simulations using a modified one-diode model and an empirical model show an
agreement between simulation and measurements of higher than 2% for sites in Germany and Australia. Furthermore,
the effect of textured glass on the annual energy yield was found to be in a range of 2% for glass containing a pyramid structure not accounting for soiling. PID effects due to a lack of functional grounding with negative potential at a
tropical site in Malaysia could not be observed for the anti PID Q.CELLS modules. Finally, irradiation histograms for
the sites discussed are presented illustrating the difference in operating conditions.
Keywords: PV module performance, PV system performance, energy yield, yield modeling, yield loss factors,
structured glass, irradiation histogram, PID

1. INTRODUCTION

formance of around 70 single modules can accurately be
measured independently from other system components.
All modules are mounted on flexible framework to realize different inclinations between 0°-60° whilst orientated
directly to south. Since early 2012 a two-axis solar tracker is operational at the test site with the capacity to measure automated I-V curves and back-of-module temperatures of up to six modules simultaneously together with
in-plane of array irradiance. For more details on the test
site refer to [1,2].
Apart from the test site in Thalheim Q.CELLS monitors the outdoor performance of an increasing number of
reference systems around the world to demonstrate the
reliability and quality of its Q.CELLS products. The data
is further used to verify the simulations from commercially available simulation models (e.g. PVsyst,
PV*SOL) against real data and to develop energy yield
models and tools.
The monitoring systems themselves consist of a
Meteocontrol WEB’log PRO monitoring solution that
generally monitors five-minute averages of one-second
measurements of AC power, irradiance, ambient and
module backside temperature. For irradiance measurements either a pyranometer (Kipp & Zonen CMP11) or a
crystalline reference cell (Si-12TC-T) is used while the
module backside temperature is measured by a selfadhesive PT100-sensor at the rear module side. A
PT1000-sensor records the ambient temperature at a
shaded place near the system. The electric energy is
measured via power measurements at the inverters or
with a separate energy meter. Further parameters are optional and depend on the specifics of the site and the particular aim of the monitoring study.
At two different sites the measured annual yields
were compared to the simulated yields from the two
modeling approaches. Whereas the empirical model allows consideration of site-specific effects but therefore
requires previous yield data from the specific facility, the
one-diode model allows for modeling without the possi-

Today’s simulation models are capable of calculating
the power and thus the annual energy yield of crystalline
silicon PV systems up to a high degree given the correct
environmental input data [3]. These are normally longterm averages of recorded environmental data sets. However, for performance predictions over the life time of PV
systems regional climate conditions and module effects
such as textured glass or potential induced shunting (PIS
[4]) are often not included in such performance models.
Therefore, collecting (long-term) module and system
performance data outdoors and in different climate zones
is mandatory to develop and verify PV performance
models and to demonstrate the high quality and secure
yields of Q.CELLS products. For this reason Q.CELLS
SE is developing a worldwide network of reference systems and test sites.
At the beginning (1.1) this paper introduces two reference installations (Germany, Australia) and two PV
modeling approaches: one empirical PV model and a
modified one-diode model. In 2.1. twelve months measured performance data is presented and compared to the
results from the models mentioned above. The potential
of non-standard module glass (pyramid structures) for
energy yield is presented in 2.2. while the effect of functional system grounding in Malaysia for anti PID modules is presented in 2.3. Finally, irradiation histograms for
Germany, Malaysia and Saudi Arabia are shown in the
final section.
1.1. Test facilities and simulation models
In 2009 a scientific outdoor PV test site was built
near the Q.CELLS SE headquarters in Thalheim (Germany). Here, precise outdoor measurements of module and
system performance of current and future Q.CELLS
products and technologies are obtained together with detailed meteorological measurements. A special feature are
the single module measurement places where the DC per-
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bility of modeling plants where no yield data are available.
The basic model behind the empirical model (“Beyer”) was developed to characterize the module DC output
within the EU PVSat2 project [5]] which uses a heuristic
presentation of the module efficiency as function of irrairr
diance and module temperature η(G,T).
(G,T). The model is
used here with a slight modification (see e.g. [6])
[
to accommodate technologies other than c--Si. The model is
separated into two steps.
teps. The first step is to model the
short circuit current in dependence of irradiance and
module temperature, the second step is to model the
power output – or, more precisely the ratio of power to
short circuit current - as function of short circuit current
curr
and temperature. Eqn(1) giving short circuit current as
function of irradiance G and module temperature Tmod.:
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Fig. 1: Residential
esidential system in Ingolstadt (Germany) (l.)
and roof mounted system in Mount Isa (Australia) (r.)
6544 kWh
Wh were supplied to the grid at the Ingolstadt
site between
etween August 2011 and July 2012 which corresponds to an annual specific energy yield of
1186kWh/kWp. The monthly specific energy
ener
yield is
presented in Fig. 2. Monthly performance
erformance Ratios (PR) of
> 80% were observed.
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Eqn (2) giving the MPP power PMPP as function of
short circuit current ISC and module temperature:
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The six parameter of this model can be estimated
empirically on the basis of data sets of power, irradiance
and temperature from outdoor data. For the current appliappl
cation the use of this model approach is extended to the
application on AC data. By this, the model parameters
give a lumped presentation of module, inverter charactercharacte
istics and wiring losses. This approach – using the original PVSat model structure – was shown to be feasible
fea
by
[7].
The model parameters used here have been deterdete
mined on the basis of the operational data from the two
reference sites under closer inspection (Ingolstadt and
Mount Isa). For the parameter identification a subset of
the whole data set has been
en applied only. The validity of
this modeling approach is partly reflected by the fact that
the modeling quality does not show any significant difdi
ferences when looking at the data section used for parampara
eter fit or the complete data set or other subsections
subsection of the
data.
The second model is a modified one-diode
one
model
used in the
he commercially available PVsyst package [8].
The module parameters are based on information given
on manufacturer’s module data sheets. The model determines the output current for a given irradiance and temte
perature from five independent parameters.
parameters For more detailed information refer to [8].

Fig. 2: Measured monthly specific energy yield at Ingolstadt (Germany) and Mount Isa (Australia).
The second reference site is a roof-mounted
roof
installation in Mount Isa (Australia)) built in November 2010.
19.3kWp of multicrystalline modules (Q.CELLS SE,
Q.PRO 230) were installed on the roof-top
roo
on blocks of
flats at an angle of 12°° to the horizontal plane facing did
rectly north (see Fig. 1).
). The installation is connected to
the local grid by twelve Sunny Boy 1700 inverters. In
2011 the system fed 33548kWh
kWh into the grid translating
into an annuall specific energy yield of 1736kWh/kWp.
173
Both reference systems are monitored with the standstan
ard monitoring kit (see 1.1
.1) using the Si-12TC-T
multicrystalline reference cells as irradiation sensors.

2. DATA ANALYSIS AND MODELLING
2.1. Example reference sites: Ingolstadt (Germany)
(Germany and
Mount Isa (Australia)
A residential PV system was installed in Ingolstadt
I
(Germany) in 2011.. The 5.52kWp installation is a typical
roof top system for private owners (see Fig.
F
1). 24
multicrystalline modules (Q.CELLS SE, Q.PRO 230) are
mounted on a southern roof with a slope of 32° to the
horizontal plane. The installation
tion is connected to the local
grid by two SMA inverters (Sunny Boy 3000TL-20).
3000TL

Fig. 3: Comparison of simulated vs measured annual
specific energy yield. For the Ingolstadt facility only input data of hours between 9am
am-4pm were considered
(morning
morning and early afternoon hours affected by shading).
Both reference systems were simulated using the
t two
approaches explained in 1.1.. The input data contained
measured in-plane
plane of array irradiance from a c-Si
c
reference cell, ambient temperature and module temperature.
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The results (see Fig.3) show that both approaches achieve
an accuracy of around 1.9%
% which is in the order of
magnitude of the uncertainty boundaries of the measuremeasur
ments.
2.2. Incidence Angle Modifier in Thalheim, Germany
To evaluate the effect and energy yield potential of a
modified angular behavior from glass texturation the ini
cidence angle
le modifier (IAM) was experimentally obo
tained on a two-axis
axis solar tracker at the Thalheim test
site. With experimentally measured angular response data
the annual energy yield is modeled for the different glass
type modules. The specimen include float glass
glas (FG),
inside and outside pyramid structured glass.
On a clear day, the azimuth axis of the solar tracker
was programmed to follow the sun while the elevation
axis angle increases in steps of 5° every twenty seconds.
Thus, for each time a defined angle between
etween the sun altialt
tude and the normal vector of the module surface is
achieved.

Fig. 5: Modified ASHRAE curves
curve based on experimentally measured IAM.
Table I shows the simulation results normalized with
outdoor measured values near STC. For the structured
glasses simulated gains can be up to 1% (2%) in annual
energy yield based on near outdoor STC (indoor flash
STC).
Table I: Annual energy yield gain,
ain, normalized to outdoor
STC values
Glass
IAM loss
l
Annual energy
factor [%]
gain [%]
Float Glass
-3.3
reference
Pyramids Inside, ARC
-2.7
0.62
Pyramids Outside
-2.5
0.83
Table II: Annual energy yield gain,
g
normalized to flasher
STC values
Glass
IAM loss
Annual energy
factor [%]
gain [%]
Float Glass
-3.3
reference
Pyramids Inside, ARC
-1.6
1.65
Pyramids Outside
-1.6
1.76

Fig. 4: Experimentally determined specific
pecific power ratio to
module with float glass depending on incident angle
Fig. 4 shows the specific power ratio of each module
to the module with float glass (4mm) by the angle of ini
cidence. An incident angle of 0° is equal to a perpendicuperpendic
lar incidence.
Instead of normalizing the power with STC-values
STC
from a flasher measurement, the specific power is calcucalc
lated by normalizing the module power with outdoor
measured values near standard test conditions for perpenperpe
dicular incidence. Thus, the incidence angle dependency
is isolated and other effects from flasher tolerances can
be neglected. As Fig. 4 shows, relative deviations up to
18% can be observed for incidence angles around 80°.
To determine the differences in annual yield, the powerpower
over-angle-curve
curve is corrected with irradiation and angle
dependent irradiation loss. Finally, the Incidence Angle
Modifier (IAM) can be determined.
For
or the yield simulation with a standard simulation
package, the relative IAM differences between the pyrapyr
mid glasses and the float glass are used to adapt the default IAM in the PVsyst
yst software which is given by an
ASHRAE curve with b0=0.05 (see equation below).
b
*+  1  , #

-./ 0%
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2.3. Grounding under tropical conditions in Malaysia
One of the challenges to the energy yield from PV
systems in Malaysia is the high relative humidity.
humidity One of
the effects stems from the associated conductive water
film on module surfaces being
eing one the drivers for the PID
effect [4,9]. To investigate the impact of grounding a test
site was commissioned in Cyberjaya (Malaysia) in November 2011. Two identical 5.64kWp
5.64
systems of 24 anti
PID mc-Si modules (Q.CELLS SE, 235Wp) were ini
stalled on a ground mounted racks
rack oriented south at an
inclination of 10° to the horizontal plane. Every system
consists of two strings with 12 modules in series that are
connected to a SMA Sunny Mini Central 6000A. Each
system operates at an STC MPP system voltage
volta of around
350V and differs only in their grounding: one is grounded
at the negative pole and the other one is not grounded.
Hence, half of the modules of the ungrounded system
operate at a negative potential
tential increasing the PID risk.
The reference systems are monitored with the standstan
ard monitoring solution (as described under 1.1). The energy output of the subsystems is measured separately
with energy meters. Additionally the humidity is measmea
ured with sensor of Müller Industrie-Elektronik
Industrie
GmbH.
Because off grid instability and some down time of the
monitoring system performance data are missing. The
ungrounded system produced 3889kWh
3889k
and the grounded
part 3888kWh on all comparable days. It is seen that
there is no significant difference in the weekly energy
energ
yield between both subsystems (see Fig.6).

(
(3)

Fig. 5 presents a comparison of the modified
ASHRAE curves of modules with different glasses. It is
found that the modules with float glass and pyramids on
the inside show a very similar behavior while the pyrapyr
mid on the outside glass shows an advantage at high ana
gles of incidence.
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This is followed by another consequence. Saudi AraAr
bia typically has the perfect sun’s path without any irrupirru
tion due to clouds. In Malaysia and Germany often
clouds disrupt
upt the direct irradiation. The behavior can be
described by the value of Irradiation Changing Velocity
(ICV). The value is calculated out of the difference beb
tween two following irradiation measurements. Caused
by measurement intervals the ICV is a time-related
time
value.
A perfect clear sunny day without any clouds or other
things which can disrupt the irradiation typically has low
ICV`s in contrast to days with many clouds and irradiairradi
tion breaks.
It has been seen that Malaysia has higher dynamics in
irradiation
tion changing conditions than Saudi Arabia. Also
in Germany high ICV can be reached.

Fig. 6: Comparison of the energy yield ratio (unground(ungroun
ed/grounded) over calendar weeks (CW).
The shown difference of ±1% is within the measuremeasur
ment errors or little inequality by degree of soiling or
similar. That means no PID degradation could be observed for the modules with the anti PID technology.

3. SUMMARY
At reference examples it was shown that both simulasimul
tion models are suitable for modeling the annual energy
yield of standard installations in Germany and Australia
to a high accuracy above 2% whereas the empirical modmo
el is superior but needing a posteriori knowledge.
Improvement to the energy yield can be achieved by
implementing structured glass - experimentally determined angular performance data of structured glass sugsu
gests a gain in the range of up to 1.8%
1
in annual energy
yield (referred to STC) for outside pyramid structure
compared to float glass. This
his appears to be due better perpe
formance at larger incident angles.
In tropical climate as in Malaysia, the Q.CELLS SE
modules have not shown any significant yield loss due to
a lack of functional grounding.
The irradiance histograms of Malaysia,
Mal
Saudi Arabia
and Germany emphasize nicely the different PV operatopera
ing conditions in these tropic, desert and continental conco
ditions relevant for optimal PV system sizing and thus
highest energy yield output.

2.4. Irradiation characteristics
Malaysia and Saudi Arabia are typical locations with
high irradiation
ion sums. Nevertheless the characteristics of
irradiation differ strongly. For reasons of comparability
the irradiation characteristic of a German (Thalheim test
site) location is investigated as well.
An irradiation histogram is a schematic presentation
of the frequency distribution
istribution of irradiation. In Fig.
F 7 the
frequency of the solar irradiation power averaged over 5
minutes at three different locations is shown. The frefr
quency is normalized to all irradiation values. The invesinve
tigated period is between January
uary and June 2012.
In the histogram (Fig. 7),
), it is seen that the frequency
distribution of the irradiation in Saudi Arabia and MalayMala
sia differs strongly. Malaysia has a higher percentage of
low light than Saudi Arabia. Also the frequency of light
intensity around 500-1000W/m²
1000W/m² is lower. But it is seen
that there is some percentage of very high intensive light
(>1100W/m²) which does not exist in Saudi Arabia. SauSa
di Arabia has a high constant intensive light percentage
but does not exceed the 1100W/m² level. As expected, at
the German installation (Thalheim test site) a high part of
low light occurs but also a low percentage of very high
irradiation power was measured. The occurrence of very
intensive light is explainable by the effect of irradiance
enhancement
nt (IE). The IE is caused by reflection
reflec
of light
at cumulus clouds [10]. Due to the high humidity clouds
often form in Malaysia and Germany. In Saudi Arabia,
clouds do not often occur because of the dry climate.
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